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Abstract
The morphology of silver particulate films, can be characterized
by their size, size distribution, shape and inter-particle separation.
These can be modified by blending of polymers along with the
amount of silver deposited. on them. Polymer blends (PS/PVP/
P2VP/P4VP) were prepared through solution blending by mixing
in a common solvent, Dimethylformamide (DMF). and distilled
water. at room temperature. Blends of polymer composite with
different compositions ranging from 0 to 100 % were prepared.
Silver films of various thicknesses were deposited on these
polymer composites held at 457 K in a vacuum better than 8
× 10−6 Torr at the deposition rate of 0.4nm/s. Morphological
studies were carried out by Optical absorption spectra and
Scanning electron micrographs of the silver particulate films.

Introduction
Polymer/inorganic nanocomposites are of nice interest in recent
years, not just for the novel properties of the nanocomposite
materials however conjointly for the endlessly growing demand
for the miniaturization of physical science elements, optical
detectors, chemicals and organic chemistry sensors and devices.
Polymer matrices are oft used as particle stabilizers in chemical
synthesis of metal colloids since these stop agglomeration of the
particles. inside the past decade, incorporating silver nanoparticle
into a chemical compound matrix is additional fascinating as a
result of the ensuing nanocomposites exhibit applications in
chemical process, drug wound dressing and optical info storage.
It is tough to disperse silver nanoparticle homogeneously
into a chemical compound matrix by ex situ strategies
thanks to straightforward agglomeration of nanoparticles. At
present, it's attainable to get nanoparticles totally different|of
varied} form and size in nanostructured chemical compound
surroundings victimisation various chemical compound
systems and different approaches. varied strategies used
noxious and doubtless venturesome reactants. Increasing
environmental
considerations
over
synthesis
route
resulted in an endeavor to adopt eco friendly strategies.
One of the best techniques to create such particulate structures,
that square measure typically called island or discontinuous
metal films, is thru vacuum evaporation of metal on to a stuff
substrate by stopping the deposition at a really early stage. The
temporal instability exhibited by island films even in vacuum is
attributed to quality of islands followed by coalition . Further,
these films get alter after they square measure exposed to
atmosphere. The chemical reaction of islands causes associate
irreversible increase in resistance. a motivating sub-surface
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particulate structure formation was reported once bound
inorganic materials square measure deposited on to softened
chemical compound substrates and also the morphology and
formation of such structures rely upon physics moreover as
deposition parameters. the utilization of softened chemical
compound substrats provides the distinctive risk of simply
dominant the consistency of the substrate to create a underwater
discontinuous silver particulate films. The morphology
of sub-surface particulate structures conjointly depends
upon chemical compound metal interaction . The reported
methodology is evaporation of silver on chemical compound
substrate at hot temperature and in vacuum of the order of
10-6 millimeter of mercury. the flexibility to exactly tailor and
optimize the nanocomposite structure creates opportunities
for a large vary of applications. Pyridine-containing polymers
have attracted interests in recent years as a result of they
will be employed in varied applications as soluble polymers
and coordination reagents for transition metals, particularly
4-vinylpyridine thanks to its additional fascinating properties
ensuing from higher accessibility of the element atom.
Deposition of silver on interacting chemical compounds like
Poly (2-vinylpyridine) and Poly (4-vinylpyridine) resulted within
the formation of smaller particles (~ a couple of tens of nm)
with smaller inter-particle separations whereas silver deposited
on softened inert polymer like cinnamene (PS), regardless of
the deposited thickness is of extremely clustered structures.
Therefore, silver films on inert chemical compound lack in
application because of temperature resistances equalling
that of the substrate. But, silver films on interacting polymers
have temperature resistance within the vary of a couple of
tens to a couple of hundred MΩ/sheet, that is fascinating for
device applications. each the interacting polymers square
measure absorbent and expensive. Therefore, mixing associate
inert and stable chemical compound like postscript with
interacting chemical compounds like P2VP and P4VP could
offer a polymer matrix appropriate for formation of underwater
silver films. Miscibility between the elements polymers play a
significant role in mixing of polymers at the molecular levels.
A compatible mix provides a firm basis for any application in
devices. Earlier researchers have instructed the development
of miscibility of postscript with P4VP by incorporating nucleon
donors like poly (acrylic) acid and poly (p-vinyl phenol) or
acid into the chains of postscript with P4VP so as to employ
its nucleon acceptor nature. Further, reversible additionfragmentation chain transfer chemical change was developed
by J.J. Yuan and et al for the controlled preparation of PS/
P4VP triblock copolymers as PS-b-P4VP-b-PS and P4VP-b-PSb-P4VP.In order to retain the properties of each the polymers
postscript and P4VP, mixing is distributed through answer
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casting and it's expected that combination of postscript
and P4VP ought to create to unionized underwater silver
particulate structures with the benefits of each the polymers.
Polymer mixing may be a common thanks to develop new
chemical compound materials with fascinating mixtures of
properties. the most advantage of this methodology is to
manage the properties by varied the mix compositions . A
compatible mix is required to possess fascinating mixtures
of properties of each the polymers. Compatibility of the 2
homopolymers is required to associate optimum extent for a
mix to point out superior properties. The compatibility signifies
specific interaction like dipole-dipole, ion-dipole and chemical
element bonding. varied measurements like heat of blending,
viscometry, glass transition temperature, morphological studies
by optical and microscopy, infrared qualitative analysis and
dynamic mechanical analysis, square measure accustomed
study chemical compound compatibility. The compatibility
of chemical compound composite is mentioned victimisation
DSV, DSC, FTIR and SEM. Dilute answer measuring may be
a easy and reliable methodology to analyze interactions of
macromolecules in answer. it's been used as a complementary
technique to prospect the impact of the position of element
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atom within the base ring of P4VP on the interaction developed
inside PS/P4VP blends. this method couldn't be applied to PS/
P2VP blends as a result of these blends show part separation
once 24 hour of preparation of answer. The criterion of single
composition dependent glass transition is employed to analyze
the miscibility of chemical compound blends by DSC. Specific
interactions most frequently liberate a heat of blending
and contribute towards the free energy of blending. Fourier
rework infrared qualitative analysis is employed to analyze
specific interactions between the homopolymers within the
mix compositions and compared to mensuration results. SEM
results make sure compatibility of blends at higher temperature.
Nanocomposites of metal nanoparticles in a very chemical
compound matrix have generated an excellent deal of interest
that depends on the metal-polymer composition and their
structure. Polymers square measure significantly engaging
because the stuff matrix in composites because of their
versatile nature and may simply be processed into skinny
films. These nanocomposites exhibit a singular combination
of fascinating optical and electrical properties that square
measure otherwise unachievable .All these properties rely
upon the scale, size distribution and shape of the nanoparticles.
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